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Commencement ceremonies to feature speaker John Mathes
News Services

Source

John Mathes, founder of Mathes
and Associates Inc. of SI. Louis, and
the creator of the
Mathes Professorship in Environmental Engineering at UMR,
will present the
address at UMR's
Winter Commencement Saturday, December

dams, highways and other structures.
Mailles changed his company's focus in
the late 1970's to the environmental
arena. He sold his company to
Burlington Environmental Inc. of Seattle in 1988 and retired in 1992.
He and his wife, Susan, established
the John and Susan Mathes Professorship in Environmental Engineering
at UMR through a
gift of $500,000.
Approximately
500 degrees will be
awarded during
UMR's
Winter

"The Ratio"

Degrees Earned
PhD (2

(13)

MS (143)

College of Major

Commencemen t

which will begin at
2 p.m. in the Gale
Mathes reBullman Multiceived bachelor's
Purpose Building.
and master's of
People with sight,
science degrees
hearing, and mobility impairments
in civil engineerphoto courtooy UfoWl PU>llc R_OIIO
who are planning to
ing from UMR in John Mathes
1967 and 1968, ,;"";;,,;,,;,.;...;...;.;.;.,,,;...;.;.----attend commencerespectively.
ment should contact Lawrence C.
He later established Mathes and George, Americans with Disabilities
Associates inc., which began as a Act coordinator at UMR, at (573) 341geotechnical firm, concentrating on 6314 by today, for the university to
foundation engineering for buildings, provide reasonable accommodations.

21.

Who's leaving UMR.

At next Saturday's Winter Commencement approximately 543 people
will "walk the line."
Here is a breakdown of
who those people are.

=

A&S College of Arts And Sciences
M&M = School of Mines and Metallurgy
Engr = School of Engineering

Suicide: what to look for, what to do
Roy Jacobs

Starr Writer
According to Mental health experts, when one person commits suicide, it affects at least a half dozen
people. And when a student takes his
or her own life, the student's whole
school is at risk of having another suicide.
Suicide is a serious concern according to Dr. Kevin Gaw, a Counseling Psychologist at UMR ' s Center for
Personal and Professional Development. According to him, people consider suicide for a number of reascns:
the loss of a family member, the
breakup with a boyfriend or girlfriend,
traumas such as rape and abuse, being
diagnosed with a fata! illness, or when
one struggles with chronic drug and
alcohol addiction.

When a person commits suicide,
friends and family members ask themselves why their loved one did not show
any signs or give hints to their troubles.
Chances are, there might have been
signs that went unnoticed.
Potential suicide victims often feel
they nave no self worth, and that all
hope is gone. Some of the signs to look
for are: withdrawal, dramatic mood
swings, ambivalence about life and
death, or when the person continuously
makes jokes or comments about killing themselves. Potentia! suicides may
make comments such as, no one cares
U

about me," or "you would be better off
without me." They may a!so give away
prized possessions, or suddenly have
the urge to make a will.
None of these indicators should be
taken lightly. What the person may be
doing, according to Gaw, is putting
affairs into order before committing

see Suicide, page 14
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UMR presents Dickens classic
Dean Ligbt
Starr Writer

The University of Missouri-Rolla
Family Series will present a Christmas
classic this month. The musical version of "A Christmas Carol" by
Charles Dickens will be at the Leach
Theater on Saturday, December 21 at3
p.m.
The musical is a contemporary
adaptation of Dickens' classic, that
was written for American Family theater. Seven actors portray the characters and, during the show they spice up

News from the Career Opportunities Center
Cbris Sowers
COC Source

On-Campus Interview and
Resume Referral Disks
The Career Opportunities Center
announces Orientation Meetings for
srudents who were not registered in the
fall and would like to register for secand semester on-campus interviews
and resume referrals. All sessions will
be held at 6 p.m. in Centennial Hall UCE.
The dates are Tuesday, January 21
for full-time and summer; Wednesday,
January 22 for co-op; and Tuesday,
January 28 for full-time, summer and
co-op. A srudent need attend only one
session and may purchase a $5 application disc there. Discs will not be sold
at the cae until after the second orientation.
Students who already registered
with the cae this fall are reminded
they will need to update their discs
before second semester and bring them
into the Career Opportunities Center to
be reloaded in order to continue participating in on-campus interviews and

January 13. 1997 is the first day for
reloading updated discs at the cae.
All first semester discs in the database
will be blocked during the Christmas
holidays. Following January 13, students will no longer be included in the
databank until they have reloaded their
updated discs. It is important to do so
as soon as possible in order to not miss
early interviews and resume referrals.
Check the cae homepage (http://
www.umr.edu/--career) to see the first
companies scheduled to interview in
1997.

Tell Us Your Plans...
Job Acceptance Forms may now be
filled out electronically for all full-time
and summer positions obtained either
through or outside of the CareerOpporrunities Center. Post-graduation plans
include not only a job. but also grad
school. military duty or return to homeland.
Reporting jobs or plans is now
much more accessible for all students
through the Internet: I) COC
homepage: (http://www.umr.edul--career), 2) Open "Srudents" door, 3) Fill
out "Post Graduation Report Form" or
"Summer Job Report Form," 4) Click
on "Submit Form."

see COC, page 14

AKA Celebrates 15 years at UMR
•
,

Lisa M. Prichett
AKASource

Thursday, December 5, 1996
marked the 15th anniversary of the
Xi Delta chapter of Alpha Kappa
Alpha Sorority, Inc. here on the
campus of the University of Missouri-Rolla, Missouri's Technological University.
Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority
Inc., founded in 1908 at Howard
University in Washington, D.C., is
the oldest Greek letter organization
established in America by Black
college women.
AKA was founded as an instrument to make the college experience as meaningful and valuable as
possible by enhancing the capacity
of college-trained women through
activities of service to all mankind.
The Xi Delta Chapter of Alpha
Kappa Alpha Sorority, Inc. was
chartered here on the UMR campus
in 1981.
To celebrate 15 years of existence, Alpha Kappa Alpha hosted an

all Greek serenade and Christmas
party on Saturday, December 7th.
A Greek serenade is an event held
by traditionally Black Greek organizations. The fraternities and sororities come together to sing several of their organizations' songs
before the non-Greek sbJdents on
their campuses.
In an effort to further promote
diversity. Alpha Kappa Alpha invited all Greek organizations to
participate in the first Greek serenade held on the UMR campus.
During the serenade. highlights on
several alumnae of the AKA Xi
Delta Chapter. was given by Xi
Delta alumni Soror Tamiko
Youngblood.
The fraternities and sororities
that participated in the serenade
were: the ladies of Alpha Kappa
Alpha, the ladies of Chi Omega,
the women of Delta Sigma Theta,
and the men of Alpha Phi Alpha.
Congratulations and best wishes
were brought earlier that evening
by the men of Omega Psi Phi who
had a previous engagement.

see AKA, page 14

the production by interacting with the
audience.
The show will last seventy-five
minutes without an intermission .
Tickets are available at the ticket window in the ,university Center-WesL
The cost is $7 for adults and $5 for
those under eighteen. For more information on tickets call (573) 341-4219.
The University of Missouri-Rolla
Division of Student Affairs is in charge
of the Family Series. The series is
sponsored by Denny Ford-LincolnMercury of Rolla with underwriting
support from Champions of Rolla Education, area school districts, Prevention Consultants of Missouri and private individuals.
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3 Houses For Rent
Within 2 Blocks of
Campus
I Bed Student Housing
Available
2 Bed Student Housing
Available
4 Bed Student Housing
Not Available until next semester

364-3015 805 W. 12th St.
Contact: Charles

Steaks • Mexican • Pasta
Seafood • Chicken • Burgers
Cocktails
Banquets
Full Service Catering
Don Graham
Jama Graham
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UMR Computing Services
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Rent
:lis of
ousing
:ousing

Tu~stlay

KK

221

Che rn 2:16
Ec 63
EE 151

Tilurstlay

EE 15 2:

\V~dl\~sday

EY! 160
Hist 111. 175. 176
M:uh 2,8
Math 6 A-K. 104
Math 21. 22
ME '~08
ME211
ME 213
ME 219.2'::0.142
~(E 280
Phys :!J. 24
Pol Sci 90

Tlll lrsday

HELPDESK: hnp :llwww.umr.edu/helpdesk/
M/CS 104 #34 1·HELP(4357), ME 11 9 #341 · 6039
E·mail problems to : helpdesk@ umr.edu

7:30·9:30
7:30·9:30
: :OQ·3:00
7:30·9:30
::30-9:30
7:30·9:.30
7:30·9:30
7:30·9:30
7:30·9:30
7:30·9:30
7:30·9:30
7:30·9:30
7:30·9:30
;:30·9:30
1:00·3:00
7:30·9:30
7:30·9:30
7:30·9:30
1:00·;:00
7:30-9:30

:-'londlLY
Wednesday
Friday
Thurs~lilY

Friun~

TlI~sday

llmrsLitty
Weunesday
y!onday

:-"kmday
Wetln~sdfl.y

ThursLiay
Fridlty
Tue:odtty
W~dnesd:ty

Tu~sd"y

ONLINE UMR COURSE EVALUATIONS

These evaluations are to identify instructors who will be recognized as outstanding
teachers on the basis of student responses to the survey.
To fill out these evaluations:

1. Go to the UMR Home Page at http://www.umr.edu
2. Click on For Students
3. Click on Student Information
4. Type in your student number and pin number (from telephone registration system)

, tU. Re=-·ular Finals
First Wtt~kJ y Class :\Il?ttin;:
Monday
7:30
Monday
8:30
:-'(oCll!ay
9:30
~\'{ontlay
10:30
~.. Iom.lny
11:30
Mond~y
12:30
Mon(h,y
1:30
Monday
2:30
Tuesday
8:05 or 3:30
Tut!sday
9:30
Tuesday
10:30
. Tuesday
11:05 or 11:30
tuesday
12:30
Tuesuay
1:30 or 2:05

:Ousing
:xl semester
12th SI.
rles

OFFICE: M/CS 114 #341·4841; M-F8:30pm·4:30pm
CLC: M/CS 1041108
24 Ho urs Continuous: Sunday 8:00am - Saturday 2:00am
Saturday: 8:00am · Midni ght

b~ginning aftu 5:30 p.m.
II. Common Fill:1ls incl lld~ All Se~!ions ot' a course..

B Eng 50. 150
BEng 110
Ch.rn lEE, FF. J1.

Page 3

Fin:.ll Exam
~Ionda y
~\'l o ndH.y

TUesday
Tuc:oday
Wednesday
Friday
TlllIrsd;I~'

Friday
WeJn~sday
~\'Ionday
TlI~day

Tlmrsday
F rid/l~'

Tllll r:-oday

Till1~

5. Click on the Submit Request button

3:30·5:30
1:00·3:00
1'):00·1):00
1:00·3 :00
3:.30-5:30
1:00·3:00
1:00·3:00
3:30·5:30
10:00· i2:00
10 :00·12:00
3:30-5:30
10:00· 12:00
10:00·12:00
3:30·5:30

6. Choose UMR Course Evaluation (first option)
7. Click on the Submit Query button
8. Select which of your teachers you want to evaluate
9. Click on the Display Evaluation button
10. EVALUATE AWAY'I
II . Be sure to click on the Save button after you are finished so your results are recorded

* All your responses will be kept confidential, so don't be afraid to be honest.

A....nitlit,:; 10 Ih~ SrmJl!nt ;\ !,,":ldl!mlC Re"uhujon:o all requesrs to Chrul g~ thl! ~in:tl s,;h~dul~ b~cau:ie of ..:onrlil·'s or ha\'lIlf
Ih~ or 1ll0(1;! exa.minations schc.>c.lulc.>c.l on ant! dav ~ arl! to bl! made! in ( h~ R~!..!!s{rar·s Otlic~ al 1e!1l.:'1 Ollt.' \\'~~k hd'ort' [h~

~t! t:illning uf [h~ tina] (x;}millatiun Wt!t!k" (Friday . D~(t!mht!r 6).
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, Pasta
, Burgers

DEADLY NEUROMUSCULAR
DISEASES
MDR

tIering

Muscular Dystrophy AssociatIon

1-800-572-1717

Drive

65401
110

MD':!.~C/:cah~~~

MDA helps people.

~:s
cdDiEll.m ~
&PUB

Congratulations
Seniors!!!

Live Entertainment Thesday Night
Appetizers Thesday and Friday
Ladies Night Wednesday

GIFT IDEAS FOR
FAMILY & FRIENDS
Diamond stud earring
starting al.. .............. $19.95
14K gold ball studs as low as ... $8.95
Gold Pendanl Chains ... $19.95 - $99.95
ENGRAVEABLE!
Starting at $9.95
... ID Bracelets ... Money Clips ...
... Key Chains ...Tie Iewelry.. .Pens .. .
.. Lighters ... Business Card Holders .. .

Thru Christmas Only

College Night Thursday
$2.50 Pitchers
with valid UMR I.D.

$ .25 Draws Every Night P&L
Open 11 A.M. to 1 A.M. Every Day
118 W. 8th St.
364-9686

~-

Spend $199·$699
........... Receive FREE AM/FM/Cass Walkman
Spend $700·$1499
...........Receive FREE CD Boombox wI speakers
Spend $1500 or more
.......... .Receive FREE RCA 19" Color Television
....... and our prices are still as low as ever!

,~ )~, )~ ·.~l ·.;~ i~';, .r~ :~\

\~ ~·I ~ \c) ~

,;'h - ;l'jjh~ -;~:Jj'r

Y ~ ~':i W~) Y IJ \0.} Y y ,.)

Recieve an EXTRA 10% OFF with student ID
(this does apply 10 sale items) for Ihe following:
Largest selection of GOLD & STERLING SIVER
CHARMS
... Iove ... sports ... music ... activilies ...
.. .religious ... animals ... unique
Sterling Silver Chains & Earrings
Rolla's exclusive Swiss movement
TAYLOR'S WATCH
lifet~'Ile 1:>attery replacement
.. ,Diamond line slarling at $78.00
.. ,Diver's watches slarling at $88.00
14K & 10K Gold Chains & Bracelets
BRAGLETS
genuine gemstone name bracelets
with UMR or your Sorority colors

723 Pine, Downtown Rolla (across from Phelps Co. Bank)
364-2264
layway available / VISA / MC / DISCOVER
. Holiday Hours: M • F ~·6, Tues 9 • S, Sat 9; 6, Sun 1 • 6
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364- GU45
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CHRISTMAS
GIFT GIVING A-Z

With complete packing and shipping
services. MBE can send just about anything
anywhere . Big or small. Delicate or heavy.
MAll. BOXES ETC'
Mai l Boxes Etc" It's the only stop
IT'S NOT WHAT WE DO .
IT'S HOW WE 00 I T . '
you' II need to makp. . too.

II
1:1:
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When you buy products made from recycled materials.
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ANGELS
BALLOONS
COCA-COLA BEARS 8&
MUGS
DALMATIONS/ DOGS
ElfPHANTS
FTD WIRE SERVICE
GORILLAS
HOLLY
IVY PLANTS
JAM JARS
KERMIT
LEOPARDS
MICKEY MOUSE
ORNAMENTS
POINSETTIAS
QUAIL
ROSES
STUffED ANIMAlS
TEDDY BEARS
UNICORNS
UASES
WAlRUS·
XMAS BOUQUETS
YUCCAS
ZEBRAS
UNNY WALL FLOWERS
107 PINE ST. P.O.BOX S
ROLLA, MO 65401
364-3161

VISA, MASTERCARD,
AMERICAN EXPRESS
DISCOv .ER
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TO GET BEST PRICES FOR YOUR BOOKS:
T.J. SOUTH LOUNGE
DECEMBER 17 & 18 -- 9:00 AM TO 4:00 PM
UMR BOOKSTORE
DECEMBER 02 --- 23 -- 8:00 AM TO 5:00 PM

THE TOP TWO ORGANIZATIONS THAT SELL THE MOST
BOOKS WILL WIN CASH!

D B OKS, SO WE CAN
BOOKS!
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JEALousy, pAiN ANd sdFisitNESS iN RELAyiONSitips
Scott Mitcbell
Columnist

A pain of jealousy, a swift kick of
selfishness. Better to have loved and to
have lost than to never have loved at
all. Although this isn't love; at least I
think noL Friendship, then, or perhaps
hormones, better yet, a practical joke
from some unknown deity, who by now
must be laughing profusely.
Whatever may be the cause of this
benign infection, I need an antidote.
That antidote may be time, for I know,
resolved or not, this problem will subside if not diminish within a fortnight.
Needless to say, I do not wish to
suffer whatever consequences may be
borne from this malady despite the fact
that those repercussions will be short
lived. However, more pressing than
my want for a remedy is my desire for
an explanation.

Jimbob
Music Reviewer

DEAD WEEK! YEAH! Wefmally
made it. The strange thing about it
though is that it is more then likely that
you have some sort of a test. We all
know that the it may be wise to invest
in caffeine products in the nex t week
due to the extreme consumption due to
finals across the US .
To move onto a more related Music
note, I really had fun writing the music
section and keeping it up. We had
been through a lot together (tear jerker)
and hope that next semester will be
even better. There were bad times an"
good, but I feel as well as the rest of the
Miner staff that it turned out really
w ell.
I hope to have more concerts listings, maybe a new format, and more
writers. These are all things that make
a music section more interesting especially when reading the same style
from a particular writer. I love criticism and praise from any of the readers, so keep sending them, whatever
they may be.
A little over a week ago I attended
the Pro-Pain with Crisis & Voivod
show at the Galaxy and it was an
experience. It will be one of the highlights of this last issue since studying
has almost killed my free time as well
as working quite a bit. Remember the

~ .------

.

~::0;0~::?~~;~~ 1;:~;:'~2~ :~,o::~~i:£:i:=a:~
happiness is key; my selfIShness can
step aside so that her happiness can
blossom.
.
I believe testosterone is one of the
many-faceted culprits, in part responsible for this unique situation. If only
I was a little girl, running freely in the
vast·plains of Switzerland, singing the
theme song to TheSound ofMusic. Ah,
Eden lies not in the afterlife, but in a
quick operation, a plane ticket and the
soundtrack of The Sound of Music.
Seriously, though, I do feel as
though my sex is partly to blame not
only in the blindly obvious fact that this
whole episode would not have occurred
had my father not passed along his Y
chromosome, but also because ... well, I
do not honestly know why.
Perhaps I blame my gender too
much; perhaps my genitalia is used
more as a scapegoat than for anything
else; wait, I can attest that that fact is

earlier expressed.
Perhaps this paragraph should be
retitled as my psychotic entry- recorded history of my plunge into the
abyss of insanity; my own descent into
the maelstrom. Come along for the
ride, won't you, it gets quite lonely at
times. Finally, back to reality and standardized brain waves.
On second thought, testosterone is
the problem; hormones too. Males are
the problem; planning is the problem.
For the cause of the engagement was
not love; frankly, it was for physical
contact, for the burning desire locked
inside one's loins. At least that is what
I have gathered.
There is, however, nothing wrong
with that, now mind you, I'm not reproaching anyone,justrelating the facts,
simply and plainly. If there is one

band N.I.L.8? They opened for Fragile
at the Open Hand a while ago. Well, I
just recently picked up a copy of their
CD and felt I shouldn' t forget such a
great group, so I've included a review,
so have fun, pay attention and read it!

Hand which led me to a near future
show on Thanksgiving at Mississippi
Nights.
This band has a show in a show
itself. The lead vocalist and band
members entertain physically as well
as musically. For those that are clueless
on these guys, picture a high energy,
alternative jamming, hip hop slappin,
boogie bootin' group that mixes all
types of music into one awesome sound.
The first song starts out with Jevf
saying "6-times" over and over.. .its
gets kind strange but once the songs
breaks in, that 6 times leads into "6
times thicker then water."
All of the songs have an upbeat
sound with that punk flair. My favorite
songs on the album, which again like a

N.I.L.8
Eunucb
Fuse
Alternative
Performance:
7
Sound Quality:
8
N.!.L.8 has been around since '86
and is making waves on their fifth
album. The sad thing is that their notoriety hasn' t quite hit the scene as well
as others.
The first glimpse of this album
came from their show at the Open

see Nation, page 16

lot of groups, is very hard to pick ouL If
you picked up a copy yourself, or even
requested it at the radio station, you
will see why. "Pornostar" is a humorous punk song and "Deceived" is pretty
much a self explanatory song. These
two songs have all that and bag of
chips.
The funny thing about this band is
that even after being around for quite
some time, their songs all progress and
never let up. I would highly suggest
that you get yourself acopy .... you won' t
be sorry.
Jimbob
Concert Review: Pro-Pain witb
Crisis and Voivod
The evening was beyond crazy folks .
When we first got there, it was a very

;.;N:.:..:.:I..::L;:..8
~_______________________________________

scary scene. The doors dido't open til
a bit after 8 p.m., and there were less
than 10 people standing in line. To
anyone, that is bad JU -JU.
We bailed out the car and went in to
an almost completely bare place. There
were about 30 people including band
members and us. Time went on and it
was five minutes til Crisis's set and
finally people came in.
Karyn (vocalist) had raised curiosity amongst the listeners due to her
small frame and powerful vocals. This
femme had laid down the line when it
carne to performing. Sh~ crowl'd like
Phil Enselmo from Pantera and sang
melodic like Delores of the Cranberries.
As Crisis's set reached an end, the
crowd ofless then 30 had easily packed
in over 100. Canada's band Voivod
had taken the stage next Long hair and
alcohol infested hoosiers had taken the
floor all in praise of this band.
Last time I checked, Voivod had
been around for some time at least
during early 80's . Well, the band
members had seem to either change or
fmd the fountain of youth. They perforfued okay, but didn't impress me for
what their history was to impose.
Finally Pro-Pain took the stage and
kicked serious ass from 10:30 til 12:30
am. They played just about every song
they had written as well as a few new
pieces. The highlight of the evening
with these guys had to be them playing

see Music, page 16
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A Closer Look: Dr. Susa.n Murra.y
•
,

Melanie Kostedt
Starr Writer

I trudged through the ice and snow
to the Engineering Management building to begin my search for room 212. I
had been informed that within that very
office was one our most. ~Jtceptional
UMR professors, Dr. Susan L. Murray.
Upon reaching my
destination, I was
greeted by a cheerful
"Howdy! " and an invitation to pull up a chair.
Her enthusiastic personality was so contagious! After a morning
of
extensive
notetaki ng, it was fun
to just sit back and converse with her.
Dr. Murray was
Mount
born
in
Clemens, Michigan,
where only 20 days of
her life were spent.
Dr. Susan
With a parent in the
Air Force, her family was often on the
move. She grew up with two older
brothers who made her life a little more
challenging.
While attending three different high
schools, including one in Korea, Dr.
Murray played in the band and enjoyed
reading, photography and outdoor activilies.
Dr. Murray attended Texas A & M,
where she obtained her bachelor's de~ree in induscrial engineering. After

attaining this degree, she immediately
went to work in industry.
While working for NASA, she got
the opportunity to crawl through every
inch of the space shuttle. On one
occasion, she even got to command the
shuttle! So, maybe it was only for five
minutes, and maybe the shunle was
confmed within the Kennedy Space
Center in Florida, it was still an exciting experience for Dr. Murray as she
sat before the control panel.

Murray
Dr. Murray also worked five years
for the LTV Corporation where B I
bombers, B2 strato-bombers and C17
cargo planes were being constructed.
Although working at NASA and in
Aerospace and Defense sounds exciting, Dr. Murray decided that industrial
work was not for her. She returned to
college to prepare for a teaching career.
She'd always thought she could
add a special dimension to the art of
teaching and enjoy the challenge at the

same time. She obtained her master's
degree in industrial engineering at the
University of Texas at Arlington, and
her Ph.D., also in industrial engineering, at Texas A & M.
Dr. Murray has had quite an impact
on students here at UMR . At the
conclusion of the 1995196 school year,
she received the Outstanding Teaching
Award.
She also received the Alumni Excellence in Teaching Award in 1996,
which is based on
student evaluations.
She attempts to
make the classroom experience
fun. She desires
to inspire students
to learn because
she feels thatmany
are worn down and
frustrated.
Dr. Murray has
a way of making
students feel important. She has a
Ju.tin SUthertood
personality suited
for working with
young people.
Her enthusiasm and friendliness
immediately put students at ease and
encourage them to ask questions or to
seek her assistance.
Most people believe that material
covered in a Safety Engineering course
would be common sense for the most
part. Dr. Murray strives to show her
students that this is not the case.
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by Sean Cordes
Just as night is to day, life today is
a myriad of forward bounds and earthly
regressions. And while the ship that
we call progress hurdles onward, a crail
of shortcomings lay scattered in its
crail. By example, there is the modem
wonder of plastic surgery.
While the process of skin grafting
and hormone injection has provided
the miracle of rejuvenation for victims
of disfigurement, in of modem world
there are millions who use these techniques to deny their own human flaws
to themselves and others. Cheeks are
lifted, tummies tucked, breasts enlarged
or minimized.
What was once being used to preserve our humanity is now being used
to overshadow it. If nothing more, the
result is a serious misrepresentation of
the human form and its inherent
degradability. At worst it enables the
evaluation of others based upon unrealistic self perpetuated norms.
For instance, in psychological studies where subjects are presented with a
photo of excremely attractive person,
they rate those of average looks as
being less attractive than they would
have before seeing the photo of a "10."

And in turn, because youth and
attractiveness are so deified by the
media, there are millions of little fish
in its wake seeking to navigate the
currents of this facade by paddling
along on AB-flexors, and ski-trackers,
and diet pills. The bigger fish manage
to keep up for a while longer in their
doctored spe~ boats.
And here one can begin to truly see
the inherent dualism of progress applicable to all areas. One instinctively
views progress as a forward advancement, yet often times our intellects fail
to perceive the implications of our
implementations, leaving our earthly
being stranded in a sea of ambiguity.
Such is the case with social and political "progress. "
Social programs such as welfare
were instituted as a progressive safety
measure to ensure that those who were
unable to gainfully provide for themselves would be allowed a minimum
level of humanitarian assistance to sustain life.
And at the time, this was not only a
progressive policy, but one that was

~
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Sexual Harrassment, Social Darwinism and the telephone
life! It was then thatI gave upon society
for good and started looking for a nice
John Johnson
used submarine.
Columnist
You see, this problem, along with
many other problems in our society can
be traced back to our childhood develAn alert reader recently brought to opment in America's public school sysmy attention a booklet about sexual tem. That is why I blame all that is
harassment on campus. In this booklet, wrong in my life on school. In order for
sexual haras~);;ent could be deImed as me to explain this fully, I need to take
any "requests for meetings outside busi- you back. Join me if you will, in an
ness hours and/or in nonacademi~ set- insightful look into the development of
tings." You know, this sounds a lot like social skills of America's Youth.
a request for a date. Yes guys, this
Our journey starts as far back as
means that anyone that you ask out on' . elementary school when for some
a date can in turn sue you! Upon read- strange reason girls hit puberty way
ing this I was both stunned and wor- ahead of boys. This "awakening," beried. I knew at once what a guy like me cause it is' not properly coordinated
had to do. Start life anew under the sea. with that of a boys, really starts the
No, actually,. I decided that there process off on the wrong fool Because,
was only one possible path to "take. while girls are attracted to boys, boys
Only one thing left for every desperate are attracted to the female Go-Bot. And
guy in America whose only hope for a this therefore leaves the girls with just
date is to randomly ask every girl that one option: To beat the crap out of
he is halfway attracted to. We need to young males.
start suing first! Yes, if we strike frrst,
This "pre-selection" process is furthere is quite a bit less danger of a ther aided by the fact that in sixth
sexual haraSsment suit.
grade, most girls are about two feet
Girl: 'Hi."
taller than the average boy. So on the
brink of total annihilation, boys had to
Me: "Call your lawyer."
Up until about five weeks ago, I strike back. So this is what led to the
made it a practice to start at least four development of "cooties" in the early
random lawsuits a day. I was just look60' s. This guaranteed a sOrt of- Mutuing out for myself. Then things actmilly ally Assured Destruction between the
started getting betfer for me. But then opposite sexes. The girls may beat the
I read an amazing article about a ten- crap out. every boy in their path, but
.year-old boy who was sued QY the par· with the risk of the release of deadly
ents of a ~I that had askea. him to kiss ~'cooties," apd the ensuing mass deher on the cheek. Yes, *she* asked struction of the next generation; made
*hiriI* to kiss her and the boy was left those aclS of. brutality becpme much
less lliiractiv~.
without an allowance for the rest of his

4

I

So by Junior high, direct contact
between boys and girls had been cut.
But this was about the same time that
a select few males started poking their
heads up above the proverbial slime
and began to notice girls. Prepubescent
man is born. But Prebee Man was a
very frustrated species because they
face persecution from gigantic girls
and boys with cooties. So in order to
continue with their pursuit of the opposite sex, they were forced to develop.a
new form of communication: Notes.
This gave way to the passing of
pieces of paper folded into microscopic
origami. The earliest record of a note
was found in an Egyptian pyramid. It
read: "Do you like me. Yes U No U
Check one. " But even with notes, the
rear of persecution was still very real.
So an underground railroad was formed .
"Pssss. Pass this to Jill after class."
But with technology came a better
way. Prebee Man had discovered the
phone around 7th graile, or 70Q B.C. In
fact, the phone was discovered not by
Alexander Graham Bell. but by his
daughter, Debbie. The frrst phone conversation was:
Bob: "Uhhhhh ...Hi Debbie ... "
Debbie: giggling uncontrollably.
Bob: "So ...whatcha doin' ?"
Debbie: more giggling. "Nothin' ."
Alexander Graham Bell: "Debbie,
I need to use the ... wait, what is that
thing anyway?"
So with the phone, a new format
for cominunication had to be developed. The progression is as follows (at
least as far as I know.): The male must
first ask the girl for her phone ~umbe~.

This is also called "gettin ' tha digits."
I was usually content to stop after this
point and call it a win. It was usually
stressful enough to just ask for a girl's
number, never mind actually having to
talk to the girl ever again. Thenextst p
is the hardest thing for a young male to
have to go through. He must call the
girl. This is where natural selection
starts for there are many perils and
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spon~ors

. Deborah Hummel
AAS Source

Yes, you can make a wish! The
season of giving is fast approaching, and I hope that you are in
the mood to make the season
brighter.
Arnold Air Society
(AAS), a service organization within AFROTC,
will sponsor a giving tree
through the rest of this
week at the Puck.
This is yourclJance
.to help us help o.thers.
All you have to do is
stop by the AAS table
that will be set up in

'Uth and
I by the

pitfalls that Prebee Man must face.
Here are a few :
a) Parent evasion
b) Sibling evasion
c) Visiting friend evasion
d) Your father's need of the phone
e) Actually thinking of something
coherent to say

giving tree

the breezeway by the Puck and donate to Make-A-Wish, an organization .that helps make wishes come
true for terminally ill children.
For your donation, we will put an
ornament with your name on it on '
the giving tree.
You can buy in advance by calling 341-4925 or by stopping by
206 Harris Hall. Just tell them
that you want to buy an ornamentforMake·A-Wish. You
can partici ate individually
by buying a regular-sized
ornament for only $0.50
~r three for $1. Or, organizations can purchase
large ornaments for $ lO.
Please come out by
this Friday to help support this heartwarming
event.
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Tau Beta Pi celebrates 90 years at UMR
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Tau Beta Pi is the national engineering honor society, with 219 colle·
giate chapters, 59 chartered alumnus
chapters and a membership exceeding
368,000 in 85 countries.

~--

Engineering students in the top fifth
of their senior 'C lass scholastically are
elected to membership on the basis of
character.
Graduate engineers may also be
elected on the basis of their eminent
achievements in the engineering profession .
The Missouri Beta Chapter (University of Missouri-Rolla) will celebrate
their 90th Anniversary December 21.

Tau Beta Pi wo uld like to extend
congratulations to their 6 1 new initiates, and wo uld also like to congratulate the following award winners.
Kenneth Carlisle Green with Outstanding Plaque, Dr. Ralph Flori as Outstanding Professor, Julie Richter as
Outstanding Electee and Brian Lowry,
Tracy Jones and Anika Stucken·
schneider as Tau Beta Pi Scholarship
Winners.

November Blue Key Miner of
the Month, Francis ~"liIding

Francis Hlldlng

Francis Hilding is a graduating
senior in Mechanical Engineering .
She volunteers as a tutor every
week at Mark Twain Elementary
School in math. She also babysits
for her church, the First United
Methodist in Rolla. She is very
active at UMR in Zeta Tau Alpha
soror:ty and A.S.M.E.

~1 is.<ouri
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The Inission of Academic Enhancclncnt Ccntcr at UrvlR is to assist all currently cnrolled
' students in attaining acadcmic succcss by 111axill1izing thcir academic potentiaL The
Acadell1ic Enl-iancell1ent Centcrs (AEC) providc students w,ilh opportunities to assess
their study skills and strengthcn componcnt skill arc as in a variety of mathods. Student
Assistanls provide direct service to students.
Thc Acadcrnic Enhanccll1cnt Centcrs provide academic support prograIl1S and services
a varicty of fonnals: informal tutoring, study skills rcference materials, ElT and ORE
,rcview, materials, problcll1 solving guides, test and course review materials, group and
individual study i~lcililies, learning styles inventory, anu programlning.
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Conference home-opener Saturday versus Lincoln

Miners to face Westminster tonight

~

e

Jonatban Erdman
and Nathan Erdman

lrolled
ile
css

Th~ University of Missouri-Rolla
men's basketball team will face the
Westminser Blue Jays today at 7 p.m.
in Rolla at the Gale-Bullman Multi
Purpose Building. The Miners will '.
also take on the Blue Tigers of Lincoln
University at 7:45 p.m., Dec. 14 in
Rolla, for their second conference
game of the season.
Last year the Miners defeated
Westminster by a score of 96-72. Head
coach Dale Martin believes that it
should be a tough game.
_ "West!pinster will be a very well
coached ieam. They'll be very
funamentally sound, and will probably
have good shooters. We should be able
to use our size and athletic ability
against them, but they've always played
us tough for a number of years. It's a
good rivalry that we have continued
throughout the years against
Westminster," Martin said. _
Westminster has two major
returners one is Ryan Pock, a 6-2
senior who averaged 13.7 points per
game last year and the other is Tony
Pace, a 6-2 junior who averaged 12.0
Tim Holloway passes the ball during the Miners' game
points per game last season. Martin
with Missouri Baptist. Holloway was named the
thinks the Miners will need to play
tournament Most Valuable Player.
hard to defeat the Blue Jays.
"Against Westminster, we'll have
to play with the intensity level which the basketball court. Our intensity Miners opened the second half with a
three pointer by Lindsey, a duok by
we have displayed at times this year, level is going to have to pick 'up."
and we're going to have to continue to
The basketball team defeated the Jeff Kokal, another three pointer from
do that," Martin said. "It will be a good Rockurst Hawks 73-65 Saturday in the Holloway and a tip-in by Smith cut the
game for us in the middle of the week, Pepsi-ColaiAmeritech Shootoul The Hawk lead to five, five minutes into
BoydNaen
and it will give us a good tune up for Miners overcame a 19' pornI' first half the second half. The Miners would the conference game. ''The Miners will deficit to Pull off the win. The Miners keep in close until they fmally took the Jeff Kokal drives hard to the basket for the Miners durin their
take the floor against the Blue Tigers . upped their record to 7-1.
le~d with 4:25 left on free throws by
opening game In the Pepsi-Cola AmerHech shootout. Kokal
of Lincoln University this Saturday, ~
Thmgs,,9id no,! go :.vell eikly for f okal. It ~~ a lead they would neve~·t; wa.S~rial1'1ed to_the ·all-toumament team.
Dec. 14 in Rolla at 7:45 p.m. UMR the Miner~'.· Rockh'urst opened the '
~ see Mlners'page 17 .....:.'.;.;.
.' - ......:.,'- .......- - ---- - - - - - - - - defeated Lincoln by a score of 68 to, game with a 16-4 run keyed by forward
59 last year's Season. Lincolns top two Tim Grasser. Grasser score ten of the
retumers are senior Elliot Alexander, Hawks first 16 points of the game,
a 64·forward averaging 4.6 points per including a three pointer. After which
game J 'ast season and senior Randell the Hawks continued to roll. Brian
Tarreneea64 guard, who averaged 6.4 Merchant's three pointer gave the
points per game last season.
Hawks their largest lead of the game,
Martin thinks that the game 27-8. The Miners then began to chip
Site: Gale Bullman Multi-Purpose Building, Rolla, Mo.
against Lincoln is a big game for the away at the lead. UMR cut the lead to
Miners.
'
40-31 by halftime highlighted by three
Date: Dec. 11, 1996
"It's our second conference game. pointers from Cam Lindsey, Tim
Time: 7 p.m. CST
After the Wesminster game, all of our HollowaY 'and Terry 'Smith.
non-Ieauge games are finished. We're
"Tonight we did not come
19%-97 Records: WC: 0-4. UMR: 6-t'{0-1 ill MIAA)
into really the heart and soul of our mentally ready to play," Martin said.
Series :Record: 34-33 UMR leads '
.
basketball season at lliat time. It will "We were not scoring at the rate we
Head Coaches: Westminster: Jim McEwen (171-171, in 13th year at WC) UMR: Dale Martin
be a very, very big game for us, because needed to score at. Defensively, we let
(130-116 in tenth year at UMR)
it is a must win situation, and a them dictate the game offensively
Players to watch: Westniinster: Ryan Pock, Tony Pace Miners: Marc Tompkins, Cam Lindsey.
conference game at home."
early." Matin added. However, Martin
Out!ook: The Blue Jays have had a rough start to the season. They have losses to University of the
Martin believes that the Miners and the Miners did not give up. "Later
Ozarks, Dallas, Culver Stockton, William Penn. The Jays also played 'i n the Rhodes Tournament last
can beat ,Lincoln. " I think ov~all, the in the half, when we cut the lead to
outlook is going to be basically, they're ten I thought we were in the g.me~J
week in Memphis. The Miners are coming off a pair of wins a .t/qashing of Missouri Baptist and a
not overly big, but Linco'n has played told them at the half we would win·tJie
comeback win against Rockhurst 73-65. Ther.i;ners are rariked. l~th if. the nationfu Division ll, the Blue
extremly hard. We're going to have to garne," Martin said.
Jays play in Division m.
'
.
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MIAA home opener for Lady ·Miners
Natban Erdman

Min
win

~

Sports Editor

'!

~

The University of Misso uri Ro lla Lady Miner basketball team
will face the Tigerettes of Lincoln
Univers ity this Saturday at 5:45
p.m. at the Gale Bullman M ultiPurpose Building i n their Mid
America Intercollegiate Athletic
Assoc iation home opener.
Coach Linda Roberts believes the game is crucial for the
Lady Mi ners who are trying to
break a three game losing streak.
"I t's huge we really need a win,"
Roberts said. "Their team is much
improved. They played Central
[Missouri State] to ten on their
floor. We need to win at home,"
Roberts added .
The Lady Miners will contin ue to be without l ast yea r 's
leading score and Preseason AllAmeri can Becky Reichard. "You
don ' t lose your leading scorer and
Preseason All-American withou t
having to m ake so me adju s tments," Roberts said. "With Tobi
[Rees] not coming back and Becky
Boyd Niesen
out we lose 26 points a games .
You don't replace 26 points over- Above: LeAnn Farmer takes a jumpshot during the Howard
Johnson! Lady Miners Classic. The Lady Miners defeated
night," Roberts said.
The Lady Miners lost a pair Texas Woman's University and Southern illinois-Edwardsville
of games over the weekend at the during the event. Right: Emily Mills aHempts a free throw
Perkins Classic, hosted by North- against SIU-Edwardsvllle. The Lady Miners will aHempt to
ern Kentucky at Highland snap a three game losing streak tonight against Lincoln.
Heights, Ky. UMR lo st to Northern Kentucky 61 -43 on Saturday
in the consolation game. Heather
Hartman led the Lady Miners in
The Lady Miners lost 72-55 to Central with a game high 31
scoring with 12 points, six of Central State in the first round of points .
which came from the free throw the tourn a ment on Friday . The.
Despite a rough weekend
line, and in rebounding with ten. Lady Miners, after playing Central Roberts feels the team has held
And although the Lady Miners to a 33-33 tie at halftime, once together, "Team chemistry and atheld Northern Kentucky to a .355 again had trouble finding the bas- titude are fantastic considering
fiel d goal
per c entage
and out reb o und ed
th e m, the y
stru ggled offe n s iv e l y,
s hootin g
.250 from
the field for
Date: Dec. 14,1996
.
the g ame.
.
Site: Gale Bullman Multi-Purpose
" We pl ayed
Building, Rolla, Mo.
we ll
th e
firs t 11 minTime: 5:45 p.m.
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22-42. T~
MiSs(

The Lady Miners also took an
MIAA loss at Pittsburg State last
Wednsday losing 82-61. Emily
Mills led UMR in scoring with 18
and Amber Fischer led in rebounding with nine . The Lady Miners

are now 0-1 in conference play.
The Lady Miners have also recently
signedShannonPeny,a5-lOforwardfrom
Jaclcson (Mo.) High School. The USA
Today name Perry -a top Missouri prep
player for the 1996-97 season.

as

Smith
Holloway
Conkright .
Halftir
Winerstaeu
Rolla 35 (~
Rolla 13 (l
IS.
A-I,2

.

Lincoln at UMR

•

utes , but we

hit a co ld
s tr eak

we

Players to watch: LV: Sheila Leopold G, Ashla Cantrell, F-C. UMR: LeAnn Farmer
G, Heather Hartman C.
Outlook: Although the ligerelles have been an MlAA doormat of late they should not
be taken lightly. They return three key players and Sheila Leopold has high scoring
capability. This is a must-win game for the Lady Miners in the MIAA.

couldn ' t get
the shots to
go ," Roberts
sai d.
"I
thought defensively we
played well
enough to win. Our shooting percentage killed us, " Roberts added.
The Lady Miners fall to 3-4
on the se ason , while Northern
Kentucky upped it s record to 2-3 .
He ath er Hartman was named to
the all tournament team .

Dec.
Mis~

Mane
Mills 2.17
o1·21.Fi

. Nort
Morru
Wenzlick :
0-20.00

12, Rodd~
Halfti

ket, shooting just .205 from the
field in the second half, and .3 00
for the game.
Hartman again led the Lady
Miners in scoring with 15 points
scored in the game and in rebounding with 13. Mariemme La led

what we've been through," Roberts said.
Roberts pointed to Hartman's
illness, Reichard's ankle injury
and Rees' offseason departure as
factor s affecting the teams success.

out· Webb
Kentucky
Northern J
I7,North{
A-21
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Missouri Miner

Miner Swimmers
•
wi n in Arkansas
Joe McLain
Staff W riter

The UMR Miner Swim Team will
travel to the Venice Invitational 'on
Saturday, Jan. 4. Last SaL the Miners
were at the Arka nsas -Little Rock
Invitational and came home with a win'
with 857 points, over a 100 po ints
ahead of the runner-up.
In the 200 yard freestyle relay the
Miner team o f Ran dy Jones, Tom
Beccue, Brian Korsedal, and Kris
Leftwich took first with a time of
1:25.02 in the fin als. That same team

Missouri-Rolla (73)
Smith 3-14 2-2 9, Tompkins 4-6 2-6 10, Kokal 2-3 6-8 10,
Holloway 8-13 5-6 25, Lindsey 4-5 2-4 13, Fort 1-2 0-0 2,
Conkright 1-1 0-1 2, Matthews 0-1 0-00, Rush 0-0 2-4 2.
Halftime- Rockhurst 40, Missouri-Rolla 31. Fouled outWitterstaetter. Rebounds - Rockhurst 30 (Grasser 6), MissouriRolla 35 (Smith 8). Assists- Rockhurst 15 (Maher 5), MissouriRolla 13 (Lindsey 7). Total fouls- Rockhurst 25, Missouri-Rolla
15.
A- 1,250

wmdfttrn
The USA

~pq!

.

.

.

_

~;

Venice Invitational
Date: Jan. 4, 1997
Outlook: The Miners have just won their second
Invitational of season and will be shooting for a third in
their next meet in January.

see Swim page 17

Merchant 10-24 1-325, Grasser 7-90-115, McGuire 4-6 008, Maher 0-2 0-0 0, Witterstaetter 4-90-0 10, Goertz 0-0 0-0 0,
Knecht 1-1 0-03, Howard 0-10-00, Barreca 1-30-02, Bunker 022-42. Totals 27-57 3-8 65.

! play.
orecenrly

,'

Swimming

also qualified for the NCAA Div ision
II Cha mpio nship in that ev ent by
swimming it in 1:24.69, faster than the
qualifying mark of 1:24.99 .
In the 500 yard freestyle David
Nurre secured fmt for the Miners in
at 4: 37.55. Todd Lundberg and B.
Cunningham also finished in the top
eight.
UMR controlled the 50 yard
freestyle event in which the top eleven
finished within a second of each other.
There were four Miners in the top
eight.
Coming in second was Leftwich
at 21.51 seconds closely followed by
Korsedal at 2 1.60 seconds. Miners,

Rockhurst (65)

B'I'I -

Miner Meet

Page 11

Scores for Dec. 5, 1996
Top 20 Scores
(13) North Dakota SI. 102, Valley City SI. 59 Mercyhurst 70 , Grand Valley State 66
Delta State 82, (17) Kentucky Wesleyan 74

Miles 73, Morehou se 61

Other Scores

Rollins 96, No rth Central 77

Abilene Christian 119, National 77 .
Bellarmine 94, Spalding 59
California-Riverside 88, Sonoma State 68

Cal State-San Bernadino 95, Point Lorna 82
Central Ari<:an sas 64, John Brown 57
Elon 116, Averett 87
Gannon 73, Ferri s State 63
Gardner-Webb 93 , North Greenville 68
Hillsdale 74, Michigan Tech 68

Arkansas-Little
Rock Invitational
PI. Team

Pts.

SI. Joseph's, lnd. 89, Eureka 50

1. Missouri-Rolla 857

SE Louisiana 84, Ark.-Monticello 78

2. Henderson St. 752.5

Southern Arkansas 73, Harding 66

3. Ouachita Bapt. 536.5

Tampa 99. American-Puerto Rico 62

4. Delta St.

Tri-State 66, Indiana-Purdue-Fort

5. Austin College 249

Wayne 65
Tuskegee 102, Selma 82
Wayne State, Mich. 84, Northern
Michigan 7 1

6. John Brown

457
233

7. Hendrix College 100

National Qualifiers

Kentucky State 73, Union, Ky. 69

Relay Team
Randy Jones,
Tom Beccue,
Dec. 7
Missouri-Rolla (43)
Martens 3-5 2-28, Johnson 0-3 0-00, Hartman 3-12 6-8 12,
Mills 2-170-06, Farmer 1-42-34, McMillan 2-8 0-0 6, Fisher 001-21, Fischer 2-30-04, Steig 0-0 2-2 2. Totals 13-52 13-1743.

. Northern Kentucky (61) .
Morningstar 3-9 0-16, Smith 4-92-2 10, Kamrath 2-4 0-14,
Wenzlick 2-11 6-8 10, Kelsey 2-8 0-0 6, Fasig 0-0 0-0 0, Stanley
0-20-00, Webb 1-32-64, Susnar 1-3 0-1 2, McCarthy 5-8 2-2
12, Roddy 2-52-27.
Halftime- Missouri-Rolla 24, Northern Kentucky 30. Fouled
out- Webb. Rebounds - Missouri-Rolla 45 (Hartman 10), Northern
Kentucky 44 (Webb 7). Assists- Missouri-Rolla 7 (Fischer 3),
Northern Kentucky 16 (Wenzlick 7). Total fouls- Missouri-Rolla
17, Northern Kentucky 19.
A-211.

.....

-

Dec. 6 (at Highland Heights Ky.)
Missouri-Rolla (55)
Martens 2-9 4-4 8, Johnson 2-8 0-0 4, Hartman 6-123-4 15,
Mills 2-13 0-0 6, Farmer 4- 11 2-2 11, McMillan 1-4 0-03, Fisher
0-00-2 0, Fischer 3-11 0-1 6, Steig 1-2 0-22. Totals 21-70 9- 15
55 .

Brian Korsedal,
Kris Leftwich
4oo-yard jnd. medley
Bill Unzicker

Central State (72)
S. Fointno 3-7 0-0 9, Lo 10-22 11 -14 31, Lewis 2-4 0-2 4,
Lindsay 6-121 -4 16, White 1-11 3-8 5, Earl 0-10-00, C. Fointno
3-7 0-0 7, Hardy 0-0 0-0 0, Piggott 0-0 0-0 0, Roberts 0-1 0-0 O.
Halftime- Missouri-Rolla 33, Central State 33. Fouled outnone. Rebounds - Missouri-Rolla 55 (Hartman 13), Central State
45 (Lo 14). Assists- Missouri-Rolla 12 (Martens 4), Central State
15 (Lindsay 5). Total fouls- Missouri-Rolla 18, Central State 13.
A- 90.

I OO-yard butterfly
Brian Koresdal
2oo-butterfly
Steve Caruso

,

Vision Teaser

Find at least six differences in details between panels . .

Sports Quiz
I. What did an Ohskosh steamer

win?
2. What boxer's life Slory. is tides
"Raging Bull"?
3. What sportsmen are divided into
naturals and goofyfoots?
4. What four tournaments make up
tennis's Grand Slam?
5. Who was the frrstAfricanAmerj.
can to pitch in major league baseball?
6. What golfers were once known
as "The Big Three"?

ZT A Houseboys rule!!!
Love,

ZTA
Jon,
When are we going to SOP?
You mentorees
Merry Christmas, Bill M!
You're the best little bro!
Love,
YBS
Chrispy,
What will I do without Raspberries
next semester? Congratulations! (It's
about time.)
Kelly D - The best decorated house
atUMR.

PJ,

Good luck with finals, HoJtman!.
Kathy

Told ya!

,.';?ou~ 4, v"
You scum-sucking algae eaters :)
Let'sRock!
Melissa,
May you sleep well. But not 100
much.
a friend
Kappa Chi,
Good luck on fmals. Happy Holidays, and have a great and relaxing
winter breakll
Candice
Ezra #2,
Thanks for the advice. Steer clear
of those bUMi .....
Ezra #1
We are all going to miss you, Mikey!

AOT,
Ratchel

Jon
Merry Christmas, Quad!
Congrats to all the new NRHH
members!

Nikki,
Have the hoof marks faded?
Anne & Jon
Lime...that's it, just lime - it's boring, but hey, it's lime. :)
Congratulations, Sigma Pi graduates!
Happy Holidays, Catl!.
Kat
. Rho Upsilon and Rho ~pha,
Let's GllIl!ml' Sigml' Tau!!

Patrick,
Thanks for inviting me oveJ tor
Thanksgiving. I had a great time. :) Jennifer .
;... ~. .. Cathleen,
Be strong!!! (Like me! ha Ira)

Oh AJ,
You know me. Hi-YAH!

Congratulations to Marit & Amy!
Good luck with fmals, friends .
Peter

Ahika,
F-O-R-E-V-E-R

;

Congratulations, Holtman graduates!!
Kathy
Mikey,
Have fun at Mizzou. Good luck and
remember to write. :)
D.M.
Happy Holiday~, Farrar 3,
You .did such a great job decorating. Remember, only a little while
longer. :)
Anne
Ezra #1,
. A word of advice: don't eat your
resident's food!! Bunny! Bunny! 1
Ezra #2

YAFBUR
Jen H.,
Good luck with VP Standards!
AOT
Hey Julie!
, Attendance?

Good luck 10 everyone moving out
"Thcie is none."
of Altman 5 at the end of this semester!
AndluckwithfinalseveryoneinAJtman - Angela,
5!
Ho\"Y's it feel to be a scribe?
Love in AOT
We need to have another" All Right
Thanks" party!!!
' Cheryl,
Boys suck! Who needs a printer
Mozow,
anyway?
What are we doing n-ext'semester?
AOT,
:) Jennifer
YXRBSR
Pete C.,
Do you have hair?
Us
. HeyDemi,
Love the voice.

Nichole,
How's it feel 10 have a slave?
<'

I·

GDHC,
It won't come back unless water is
removed.
Stucky,
Seen Chad lately?
Congrats to Karen, Amy & Brandi.
Your smiles will be missed!
UMR Faculty & Staff,
We hope you enjoyed the brownies.
Kappa Delta
Amy & Nichole, '
Long live Oct. 23!

Anika,
We get to sit next 10 each oth.
now! Big mistake. Big mistake!
AOT,

Troci,
So how's it fe.cl to be a slave?

Robyn,
Did you find anything in your sheet
when you got back from break?
AOT,
I didn't do it, but
I know who did ..
Martha,
Ya sure ya wanna be a slob?
AOT,
YBSR
Kate,
Congrats on being Prez!
AOT,

YTR
Tiffany,
. Are you ready to rock rusl
Co'ngrats on Membership.
AOT,

YDS

Martha,
Best wishes ~~ a fantastic year as
Panhel!
AOT

Tiffany, Congrats on Membership. I'm
'proud of you!
Granny

Rachel,
I can't believe w.e 're going to let you
corrupt young minds?!? Be scared, be
very scared. ., .
•

Nlchole,
Good luck laundering money!

~OT,

Kappa Delta's ALUMS are
some!!

a~

YASDFR
Garfield,
So, did we break any rules this
weekend?
AOT,
Your partner
in crime

My family is the besI!
Schottel -

Kappa Delta
Always on Top!

see Gossip, page
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That's -!ake

~

"

DAVE

nOhskoshs~

by David Miller

/

r'slifestnl)', is ti~
-AND

MAN, WHf'N I {"ooK
BIIci( AT AU- iHfii 1/"'6 I
wA'7TfED t;{ffrNq IN ff20tIT
Of THAT THrNtS I F'fEf3{"
foOl-I'7H ,

TW6NTY

Yf'A~'7

' NoW. W/t.l- I ffiifii{, lliAT

foOL I<7HNlE'h ABOU,11!AT
THIN6 OVfE/Z THI'~e

The next logical step after cigar bars,

le, Bigmi.srak!

AOT,
YAFBUR

ck from brill?

AOT,
I didn't
Iknow

~

"Uh-oh ... wrong can. This is
whipped cream!"

IROna be a slob?

AOT,
YBSR

beingPrez!

AOT,

YTR

:ady to rock
'rr.belShip,
AOT,

YDS
MembelShiP,

Granny

aUJIdering mone~

a's ALUMS are

,

,

,

rop!
~-

I c;osslp,

Joneses get a bird
feeder and you just 'have to
"
top them, don't you,
Edna?!"

page ,
~ .---~-
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Suicide

from, page 1

~
s w~·ci~
de.-.~G~aw--go-e-s-o-n--to--say,~"w~he-n-----=T~he~C~o-u-ns-e~lm~
g~C~e-n-te-r~h-as--m--o-n

one has made a decision to take his/her
life they begm to feel better while still
planning to commit suicide."
Friends of individuals showing mY'
of the above indicators, should talk to
the person and ask if she or he is ok.
Talkffig to a friend who you thffik is
suicidal is not going to make that person take his or her life. It is crucial
these people know they are loved md
that there are peoplethat wmt to help
them. Individuals in pam are often
willing and even relieved to talk out
their problems if they are approached.

call Psychologist or Counselor 24
hours a day. If you need help or know a
friend who needs help call 341-4211.
At night you cm call 341-4300, tell the
operator you need to talk to m on-call
counselor and a counselor will be
paged to meet you. Your name will be
kept confidential. You cm also call the
Crisis Hotline at 1-800-356-5395 .
If you are a survivor of a suicide
victim and are having problems dealmg with it, please call the Counseling
Center. They are trained to help you
deal with your loss.

StuCo

from page 1

Looking even further into this, the
Student Council Evaluations will Ix<
used to determine which departments
need to look at their curriculum setup.
Remember it is imperative that students fill out the Student Council
Teachmg Evaluations if they want to
have access to the !:valuations md take
part in this extraordinary service.

cac

from page 2

Paper forms will still be available
for students to fill out at the COC, as
well as at graduation robe pick up at the
UMR Bookstore for full-time.
According to COCAssistantDirector Dave Britton, "This is one of the last
and best actions a new graduate can
take before departmg campus that can
benefit UMR students-to-come m their
job search. Results from this form help
determine average starting salaries
and what comparties are hiring from
UMR. Havmg it on the Internet makes
it much faster and easier to fill out; and
the.greater the return, the more reliable
the results."

_V_o~y~a~g~e_r__~_______________________________~
__m_p_ag_e__6

_M_ u
__
rr_a~y~
-

deemed feasible, and m keepmg with
the American image of fatherly provider (mmyrecipients were outofwork
nuclear families, or families that had
lost a provider during wartime.
Where the policy was regressive
lies m the now apparent fact of its
shortsightedness. Foremost m the fact
that social welfare policies have failed
to provide a solution for enablmg self
sufficiency, while delivering m afflfmation to recipients that cannot logically be denied. It is more beneficial for
those without trammg to receive Msistance than try to live on mmimum
wage.
And even if one believes that evenrual self sufficiency is not m .aim of

Through this class, it is her hope that
unnecessary accidents and injuries will
be prevented.
In addition to her teachmg obligations, Dr. Murray is mvolved m a research project for Clemco Industries,
located in Washmgton, Missouri.
She is evaluatmg their operations
and analyzing their layout m an attempt to help .them improve. She is
also seekffig to combine work measurement and safety engmeering.
Dr. Murray is mvolved in a large
number of orgartizations and societies.
She is a faculty advisor for the Society
of Mmufacturing Engmeers and for
the Association of Professional Societ-

social aid, although I cm' t imagme a
better one, when considering the cost
of childcare, the cost of livmg md th<=,
leveling of wages, those in need of aid
run far beyond the biased stereotype.
I know a workffig couple with two
children, both parents work 40 hours a
week or more, yet despite this, they
still qualified for assistance.
Recently the husband was in an
accident, while his car was totaled, he'
was not mjured. Because the other
driver was at fault, he received a new
car m the msurance settlement. My
friend driveS for a livmg. But what
appeared to be a deserved wmdfall,
amounted to a serious setback in this
mstance. Because he accidentally got

a new car, he now no longer qualifies
for Medicaid, and must repay the hospital bill for his newborn child.
When even those truly deservmg
and m need are allowed to fall through
the cracks, how cm a policy be referred
to as progressive?
Or more to the point, progress
should amount to more thm a static
advmcement. Too often we <Jetermine
the end before fully understanding the
nature of the means, or our true objectives for the future.
Progression should be thought of as
predictive as well as definitive. What
we stand for now will be rippled in the
attitudes and actions of those that fol-

AKA

lected md donated to LOVE. Prizes, to
the Greek organization with the most
canned 'goods collected, went to the
ladies of Chi Omega. The serenade
was a success, and now that the tradition has been mtroduced to the UMR
campus, the ladies of Alpha Kappa
Alpha will make it an annual event.

___________________fro__m~pa~g~e~6
freshmen. Sheis also on the Academic
Council, the Student Financial Aid
Committee and the Campus Safety
Committee.
.OutsideofschooJ, Dr. Murray loves
to read books by Tom Clancy md John
Grisham. She also enjoys photography
md spendffig time with friends.
Dr. Murray has gain~d the respect
of her students. Her witty attitude md
eagerness to share her knowledge make
learnmg a more enjoyable experience
for students.,
. Ifyou 're a freshman seekffig advice
or a srudent i!I need of fmmcial aid, ./
you might drop in on Dr. Murray. I'll
bet 's he'd be more thm happy to' speak

------mber

C?~'a Restaurant & Lounge
1107. Pinr. Stred, Rulla h\(>- bs401 Sn-3b~-3301

Lunches

11:00-4:30

!

1996
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1

****************************************
Sandwiches, Platters, Soups, & Salads
Dinners 4:30 -8:00 Fri & Sat 4:30-9:00

****************************************
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'l" i7P7e
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****************************************

Immediate postions available during Christmas break for a
project in programming, design and development. This is
for a St. Louis based company. There will be full tine work
available up to 40 hours per week for interested
individuals. Must be at least a Junior m Computer Science
or Electrical Engineering. Pay will be $15.00 per hour.
Send res ume to GTM Enterprises, Inc., 4 11 West Orchard,
Ballwin, MO 63011, or fax to (314) 256-8539, or send to
our e-mail address on the Internet at
GMORRISGTM@AOL.COM.

Mon

'f?OOj!

Steaks, Seafood, & Specialty Items
Lounge 8:00-11:00
Wine, Mixed Drinks, Beer
Nightly Specials

from page 2
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Now· Dec. 21st

Coffee Talk
Come join MESP for

co:ff~~:"Talk

every Thursday
. '. .
morning from 9-11a.m. at ::'. '
the happening MESP Office , '
107 Norwood.
. '. '

,

I
(

Free Coffee,
Homemade Pastries,
and Good Conversation.

n
OM

ALL
the

riSons

Everyone is ir.vited - Faculty, Stsff, & Stu~·en.ts.

TRIAD'S

~
o~8rr.
America:' 0fflC8 Supplier

630 South Bishop. Rolla, MO 65401
Phone: 573.364.2485
Fax: 573.341.8372
Mon.·Fri. 8:00 - 5:30

. --.
The 3rd Thursday of every month MESP · .c··
will have a guest host . .. '. :',:... : .'

~iII

.

..'.'

Hisp~nic ~~de~~s:;~n

Our first guest host
be the
December 19. Come and join the craze of learning the
MACARENA along with other Latino rhythms.
Watch
and Where for future guest hosts.

P~'~e~1~5
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from page 12

Gossip
Congratu1ations, Amy. You are a
cool little sis.

ZLAM,

Craig Weltig,
You are the coolest big brother!
Love,

YLS

YBS
Rachel,
You are the best Party Girl!
Hey Missy & Kelly,
Ah baby, you waMagodeerhuntin'?

Zeta loves Sigma Pi!

J & Chrissy,
Awesome next semester. Let's not
corrupt anyone too bad.

ZLAM,

ZLAM,

Pam

C

YBS

(Bob, not Boob)
To The Pimper Room,
We are awesome. Let's go acquiring sometime.

ZLAM,

ZLAM,

ShaMon

YR

frat!!

C

Melinda,
You can be my other little sis when
Amy leaves!

Luv,

ZLAM,

Marisa,
This is Bob not Boob. I sit in your
row. Do you know me, cuz my friend
knows you and said you know the best

ZLAM,

Dorn,
YLS loves you!

Colleen,
You're the greatest little sis ever.
Congratulations on Initiation. Your
family loves you lots.

Julie N.,
Welcome to our cool family!!

Smellen,
It's over!

Congrats to all Zeta New rs, we
love you!
Julie N.,
You're a cool little sis!

ZLAM,

ZLAM,

Bob

YBS

Four Man,
You guys are the greatest!

ZLAM,
Julie N.,
Welcome to the coolest family!

YBS

ZLAM,

Kim,

Amanda

Congrats to the best new Il

CCJ,
What's happenin'?

Julie B.,
Here's to the best iiI' sis ever!
Hey 602,
Miss ya!

Paula,
Congrats! You're such a cool Nil
Love,
YBS

Merry Christmas AEPi!
next semester!

-

Seven in the car, seven going bomt
- we'll see next semester!
Happy Holidays to
MOM. I love you guys!
MOM is coming!
month ...

Reka,
Congrats!

ZLAM,
The Other Half

J,
Thanks for the brownies.
C&Tara
Tara J.,
I'm going to miss you! Congrats on
finally graduating!

ZLAM,
Five

Julie B.,
Congratulations! You are the best
lil'sis! I am going to miss you so much
next semester!

ZLAM,

Congrats on your initiation! You
are the best LLLS!

YBS

ZLAM,

Shelli,
-Congrats on initiation! You are an
awesome Zeta!

Cranmer,
Iloveya!

ZLAM,
YLS
Jenn,
IloveMLS !

YBBBBS
Hanneken,
Where are you? The prodigalroommate needs to return again!

ZLAM,
YRfTS

Preview?
Patti

Bridget,
Congrats to the best Little Little
Sis!

Kim H. ,

Brooke

ZLAM,

Sammy, Matt & MoKat,
You little sis loves you!

Your neighbor

ZLAM,
ZLAM,

Stacey,
Congrats on initiation!
YBS

ZLAM,

Five

Collen

ZLAM,

YBS

ZLAM,

Cranmer,
Awesome job last week!

Julie B.,
Your BBBS loves you.

Kristen,
Congratulations!

Angie,
Tum down the damn radio!

Handsome,
All the love and luck in the WOrld!
Love,
Sweets

Kim H.,
Congratulations!! You are an awesome LLS. You are a great addition to
the family!
ZLAM,
YBBS

Congratulatio!.s, Lyle!
good job as President.
Patti,
Definitely!
fun.
Diane
What's your name 0771
Bond Juan Bond.
Voepel,
You like you
Christmas tree.

Hyong,
Take out the pleaaaase!!

Max,
Honey, you're dialin' a bad
Can't wait to see you again ...gotalot
ground to cover, eh?
Whoarnin
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--------~~
e ------------------------------------~------~Phon
=-- --~---------------------bust of Pallas, reason sits heal
--------just a second, let me constant which hol.ds astoundingly true pallid
tion. It was also why he promptly loaded
his daughter onto a boat and spent the
rest of his life in the Galapagos Islands
studying parakeets, away from phones.
But don' t get me wrong. This does
phone conversations:
not at all mean that I believe in EvoluGina: "Hello."
and
Me: "Uh, hi .. .Ilikeswimming pools. tion. I've seen apes at the zoo
a
win
could
I
that
knew
I
if
me,
believe
"
too?
them
Do yo u like
in the
Gina: "Moooommmm! Its that guy girl over by rubbing her face
ground, I would have reverted to that
again. Help me."
way of life long ago.
"
...
pools
swimming
Me: "I like
As my research sho ws, the very
You see, it was after Charles Darwas between
win saw his own son go through this first girl guy interaction
Eve.
and
Adam
he
that
survive
process and actually
Adam : "Uhhh .. .is Eve there?"
developed his theory of Natural Selec-

You see, part e is what gave me the
most problems. As a young teen (Prebee
Man) I was not a very articulate suitor.
Here 's a sample of one of my first

Music

from page 5

the majority songs from "The Truth
Hurts" (first album). The evening had
turned out great, but when we first got
there I was almost going to think that it
was going to be a flop.
So words to those that attend concerts, even if a small line is outside, an
evening can still kick serious butt.
Jimbob

God: "Wait
see ... EVE!"
Eve: "Hello."
God: "Get off soon honey Ineed the

throughout the entire universe, it is the
fact that men will employ whatever
a
means necessary, will travel whatever apparent, at least to those of us who
paths need to be forged, will simply do perched upon the ivory bust.
phone."
Can the smokescreen of ignoratll
whatever needs to be done to satisfy
Eve: "Whatever."
by logic alone?
diminished
be
wants.
sexual
God: "Now Eve, I mean it. Five their own selfish,
aware of nol It most likely will take an unfol1l
too
all
am
I
male,
a
Being
minutes."
~
this certainty. Furthermore, I must nate fiasco , which seems inevitable
Eve: "Whatever Dad, OK."
I have is preventable.
God: "Don ' t get that attitude with abide by it. The catastrophes
This dire situation will unfol
caused, the lives I have annihilated, all .
me. I brought you into this world ... "
than later: emotions will boi
sooner
forphysiconquest
ed
self-center
my
in
Eve: "Just stop it Dad. I swear."
people will be hurt mentally.
God: "That's it, out of my garden!" cal satisfaction.
If only I could prevent it! Note~
Blind ignorance is the saddest face
Adam: "I like swimming pools .. ."
could remove the shroud oflOi
Pallas
her
knows
already
who
of an individual
Thus endeth the lesson.
herjudt
fate is doomed. Hope? No, hope and which is blinding her, making
ment unclear. All I can do is butwa!
very
two
are
tion
rationaliza
grotesque
from page 12
distinct and different things. Atop the and pray.
Teaser
ision
V
Quiz
ts
Spor
I. Moutain is missing.
I. the first automobile race;
FREE LEGAL SIZE FILE FOLDERS
2. Silo is aoded.
2. Jake LaMotta;
105 Schrenk Hall (Life Science Office)
3. Headband is wider.
3. surfers;
Come in anytime Monday-Friday
4. Name is changed.
4. Wimbledon, the French Open,
....
5. Canoe is shorter.
the Australian Open and the U.S. Open
8:30a.m.- 12p.m. and l:OOp.m. - 4:30p.m.
6. Sunglasses are removed.
~
5. Stachel Paige;
___
e.::;m=e.::,st:.:e::,.r
:.:f:..:t::..:h.::,e:.::s
o
=e:.:;n:::d:..:
hr:.;o:.:u=h:...:th=e:..:..;..v=ai:.:.la:.:.b::..:l:.::e-=t:..:
L-._ _~A
6. Jack Nicklaus, Arnold Palmer

Solutions

and Gary Player

Missouri Miner

ners

mas AEPi! Stt

ning! See YOil i

gtobeaf~

-

Patti

Y.;s, Lyle! You~&l
ideO!.

---~

t's going to beakll

Diane

relinquish. The Miners would extend
their lead on free throws by Holloway,
Kokal. A Sniith layup at the buzzer
capped a 73-65 win for the Miners.
Martin felt the victory, especially
coming back from a 19 point deficit
was huge, "I think it was a character
building win . It was a win we needed
badly, we came together as a team,"
Martin said.
Hollo way led the Miners in
scoring with 25 points. Holloway was
eight for 13 from the field, including
four for seven from three point ral)ge
and was named as the Pepsi-Colal
Ameritech Shootout Most Valuable
Player. "rEm] completely stepped up .
and took the game over the last six or
seven minutes of the game," Martin
said. "Kokal cameback with some big
boards. Cam Lindsey was the
sparkplug of it all. It was a typical
Miner win. We had four in double
figures, with next guy with nine,"
Martin added.
The Miners destroyed Missouri
Baptist by a score of 90-59. UMR
began its powerful first half with a 33. 8 run against Missouri Baptist.
TheMiners gave their opponant a
thourough thrashing in the frrst half
with a score of 49 to 21.
UMR played with less intensity
in the second half of the game. The
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lethal .778 three point percentage fell
to .435, and the overall field g oal
percentage fell from .692 in the first
half, to .542 at the end of the game.
Missouri Baptist picked up it's pace
during the second half, and scored 38
points, only three less than UMR's 41.
The Miners had five players that scored
ten points or more. UMR's scoring
leader was Holloway with 16 points.
"We let down a little bit. Anytime
wou get a big lead, its very hard to keep
up yo ur intensity throughout the
basketball game. We didn't do a good
job of that. They did a pretty good job
of making some adjustments and
playing harder and not quitting, and
my hat goes off to coach Pitzer and the
Baptist guys," Martin said.
The Miners saw their first defeat
this year Dec: 4 against the Pittsburg
State University Gorrillas. The final
score of the game was 68-46. The
Miners took a beating in the first half
with a score of 37 to 16 in favor of the
Gorillas.
The game began with a 124 run
by the Gorillas . The Miners brought
the score within four points for a score
of 17-13. Then, with 5 minutes and 16
seconds left in the half, Pittsburg
smashed into UMR with a 11-1 point
run to bring the first half score to 3716.

Martin belives that many factors
contributed to the Miners first half
performance.
"I think a number of things. I think
fatigue, sickness and the Pittsburg
State Gorillas [contributed to the firs t
half performance of the Miners]. I
think that they were very, very well
prepared for us. I didn't think we were
sharp offensively or defensively, and
it just carried through. Basically the
same thing that happened to us here
[Pepsi-Colal Ameitech Shoot-Out,
Missouri Baptist] in the second half.
They let down a bit. We played them
evenly in the second half, over there,
but we just couldn't hit a shot, and
didn't do a very good job."
The Miners did pick it up in the
second half, with a second half score
of 30 to 31 in faveor of Pittsburg.
UMR's field goal percentage was .333
compared to PSU's .377 . UMR made
14 out of 42 field goal attempts.
Pittsburg made 26 out of 69 attempts.
"I think the thing that changed is
that number one, we did not quit. We
continued to work, and play hard, and
that's something that this club is going
to have to do. We have to maintain our
intensity and get down and get after
it. " Martin said. The Miners are
currently ranked 12th in the nation in
Division II.

. ,'

Swimming

Ie dialin'

a bad 00
youagain.•.gotak

,eh?

Whoamin

Boyd Nissen

The Miners compete In dual meet action against MIllikin. The Miners won their meet at the
University of Arkansas-little Rock last weekend and will swim again January 4.
situation will .
ef.

emotioos

ourt ment>lly·
[dprevent it! N
nove the shrOud
her,making heI
g\\candoisbut

Jones and Beccue came in at21.73 and
22.01 respectivelv.
In the 100 yard breaststroke
Bru no Amizic came in third for the
Miners at 1:00.22.
T hree M iners claimed the top
eight spots in the 200 yard backstroke.
In tllird was Jeff Rieker just under two
minutes at 1:59.73. Rounding out the
top eight were Chris Harp and Eric
Jelinek.
In the 100 yard butterfly Korsedal
beet the NCAA Division II qualifying
time at 50.79 as he took fust in the
eve nt.
Steve Caruso and Jeff
Rueschhoff took third and fourth at 52
flat and 54.22 respec~ively.
In the 400 yard individual medley
Bill Unzicker not -only got first but
qualified for nationals in that event.
He finished with a time of 4:01.98.
John Mikrut took fifth for the Miners
at 4:26 even.
In the 400 yard medley relay the
Miners came in secondat3:34.33. The
relay team consisted of Eric Jelinek,
Bruno Amizic, Brian Korsedal, and
Kris Leftwich.
UMR did well in the next two
rehiys. In the 800 yard freestyle relay
the M iner team of Caruso, Jones,
Unzicker, and Nurre fmished frrst at
7:01.87. The next event was the 200
yard relay Medley. UMR seized
second. Jelinek, Amizic, Korsedal,
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and Leftw ich swam the ev e nt in
1:37.70.
Next was the 200 yard freestyle.
Nurre took second at 1:44.09, Evan
Aspinwall claimed fourth for the
Miners at 1:47.05, and Jones finished
sixth at 1:48.97.
Chr is Harp did bes t for the
Miners in the 100 yard backs troke
coming in fifth at 56.04. First and third
belonged to UMR in the 200 yard
breaststroke. Unzicker and A mizic
clocked in at 2:06.20 and 2: 10.28
respectively.
It was in the 100 yard freestyle
that UMR simply owned with Leftwich
in at fust in 47.29 seconds, Jones at
second in 47.73 seconds, and
Aspinwall came in third at 48.39
seconds.
In the 200 yard butterfly Caruso
grabbed frrst in 1:54.27 and Unzicker
second in 1:5558. Mark Pearce swam
in fourth place in the 200 yard
individual medley with a time of
2:02.77.
Nurre, Lwulberg, and Cunningham
took three of the top four spots in the
1650 yard freestyle. Nurre had the best
time of 16:27.20.
UMR finished strong taking first
in the last event. With a time o f
2:08.70 the tearn of Aspinwall, Nurre,
Leftwich, and Jones won the 400
freestyle relay.

If }' Oll don't SlO p someone from driving drunk, who wili> Do whalever illakes.
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All organizational meeting times
and places are provided by tbe Student Activity Center, 218 UCW.
Please send all cbanges to tbe aforementioned office.

Put in student ID number, then pin
number. Click Submit Request. Next,
choose #11 , share-a-ride and submit
query. Finally follow the instructions.
All Day:
St. Pats Committee
Christmas Music, Puck

12:00 pm:
Steakhouse

Booster Club, G&D

2:30 pm: Student Council Lawyer,
Walnut Rm, UCW

6:00 pm: UMR 23rd Annual Madrigal
Dinners "The Cryes of London, "
Centennial Hall, UCE
7:00 pm:
McNutt

SlJow-Me Anime, 204

5:00 pm: Sigma Gamma Epsilon, 206
McNutt
6:00 pm: Chess Club, Cafeteria UCE
6:00 pm:
McNutt

2:00 pm: Chess Club, Carverrrumer
Rm, UCE

Spelunkers Club, 204

6:30 pm: Blue Key, 216 ME

6:00 pm: UMR 23rdAnnuai Madrigal
Dinners "The Cryes of London ,"
Centennial Hall, UCE

7:00 pm: Amateur Radio Club, 110
Buehler
7:30 pm: Society of Mining Engineers,
204 McNutt

2.:00 pm: UMR Choir with the UMR
Orchestra perform "Messiah" in
concert, Leach Theatre, Castleman

7:30 pm:
Schrenk

Kappa Kappa Psi, 125

2:00 pm: Chinese Student Association
School, ME Bldg

7:30 pm: Tau Beta Sigma, 126 Schrenk

8:30 pm: Omeg a Sig ma Service
Organization, 204 McN'utt

Chri stmas Music. Puck

12:00 pm : University Orators Chap ter
of Toastmasters International, Missouri
Rm, UCE

10:00am: Staff Council Meeting, 216
Parker
4:30 pm: American Ceramic Society,
206 McNutt

1:30 pm:
Christi a n Science
Organization, Sunrise Rm, UCE

6:00 pm: Toastmasters, 109 CSF
7:30 pm: Alpha Phi Omega, 114 CE
6:00 pm: Russian Club, Mark Twain
Rm, UCE

7:00 pm:
Schrenk

Sigma Phi Epsilon, 140

6:00 pm: UMR 23rd Annual Madrigal
Dinners "The Cryes of London, "
Centennial Hall, UCE

9:00 pm:
Harris

Arnold Air Society, 208

6:30 pm: Bapti st Student Unio n
Worship Service, 610 W. 10th St.

9:30 pm: Juggling Club, Miner Rec
Bldg

7:00 pm: Intervarsity Christian
Fellowship, Meramec Rm, UCE
6:00 pm: Chess Club, Cafeteria, UCE
7: 30 pm: St. Pats Celebratio n
Committee Meeting, 107C ME Annex
7:00 pm:
Schrenk

6:00 pm:
McNutt

Fresbman Orientation needs your
help
Volunteers are needed to assist with the
Freshman Orientation weekends. You
can make a difference by informing prospective students of why UMR should
be their first choice, have fun and take a
break from your normal routine. Freshman Orientation dates are: February21 ,
March 7, March 31 , April 25, June 11 ,
and June 13, 1997. For more information, contact OSAC at 341-4211 or
pfrisbee@umr.edu,or stop by the Center for Personal and Professional Development, 204 Norwood Hall.
December Grads can ·bave ~-mail
forwarded
Don.tmissoutonyoure-mail!Ifyou.re
leaving campus in December, let the
MSM-UMR Alumni Association help
you keep those electronic cards and
letters coming. Just advise us of your
new e-mail before Februray 1, 1997, and
we'll take care of the rest. Yourmailwill
be forwarded for one year, unless you
ask us to stop the forwarding sooner. To
request forwarding, either send your full
name, student number, UMR e-mail
address, and new e-mail address to
alumni@umr.edu,orsee the website at
http://www.umr.edu/alumnil and click
on .. e-mail forwarded," then follow the
prompts. This is a service of your
MSM-UMR Alumni Association. We
hope it helps make your transition from
campus to the "real world" a bit easier.

Attention December Graduates
Commencement announcements are

7:00 pm: Amateur Radio Club, 110
Buehler
7:30 pm: Society of Mining Engineers,
204 McNutt

8:00 pm: Solar Car Team, 103 EMgt
7:30 pm: Tau BetaS igma, 126 Schrenk

Share-A-Ride
Need a ride home for the holidays? Or
want to give someone a lift home? The
WorldWideWebcanhelp. Youcanfind
another UMR student who lives near
where you are going by using the following procedure. From UMR's home
page, click on Registrar's Office under
For Students. Then click on CAPS,
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Logistics Management
scholarships ~
* Two $500 scholarships will be ate and gradu
awarded for essays discussing a cur terested in thf
rent logistics topic. Incremental schol·

now available in the Registrar's Office
for all students who will be graduating on
December 21, 1996. These announcements are provided by the University at
no cost to the graduate.

arship dollars may be awarded for a 'Undergrad
paper of exceptional quality.
* Essays which adequately discuss 8
topic are expected to have a minimum
of five pages, be typewritten, anddoub~
environmental
spaced. Papers could be based on cl8Sl

MSM Spelunkers Club
The MSM Spelunkers Club has been
busy this semester with recreational
caving trips, cave clean-ups, cave rescue
training, mapping, and has hosted a
number of guest speakers. All are welcome, including new members, at the
weekly meetings on Wednesdays at
6:00 pm in 204 McNutt.

work assignments where appropriate. scholarship p
* Eligible students should either hav, interest in the
. permanent residence in or allendschoo 'Must be a
in Missouri or Illinois, and be enrolle<

Research Assistance Program
Having trouble getting started on your
research? Stuck for a topic or unsure
where io turn next? Need help finding
material on your topic? Try using the
Library's Research Assistance Program. It provides consultations with
reference librarians who will help you
with your research. The reference librarian will help you develop a search
strategy, identify appropriate subject
headings in MERLIN and indices, identify subject indices and reference material, and fmd a topic for your research
assignment. To arrange a consUltation,
fill out areference assistance form at the
library and make an appointment to
consult with a reference librarian oreall
341-4007 for more information.

Spelunkers Club, 204

Sigma Phi Epsilon, 140

8:00 pm: Nat. Society of Pro f.
Engineers, Missouri Rm, UCE

Wbo's Wbo Among StUdents in
American Universities seeking candidates
Who's Who Among Students in American Universities and Colleges are seeking candidates for the 1996/97 Academic
year! Students with junior or senior
class standing or graduate students may
apply. Applications are available in the
student activities office (113 UCW). A
student's co-curriculur transcript may
. . submitted in lieu of the standard
Who's Who application. Contact Sue
Chrisco at 341-4295 or e-mail,
'suew@shuttle.cc.umr.edu.' Application deadline: January 24, 1997.

Salvation Army Bell Ringing
The Salvation Army will begin its annual Bell Ringing fund raiser November
29th. The President of the local chapter
of the Salvation Army has asked Student
Council to contact the individual orgartizations on campus that might be interested in volunteering to ring the bells at
local merchants (ie. Wal-Mart) between
December2-13th. The set-up would be
in half-four increments, Monday
through Saturdays between 9:00 am and
5:00 pm. If you are interested in taking
part in this charitable community service, please contact me by Wednesday,
November 25 . For more information email kschmitt@umr.edu or call the
StuCo Office at 341-4280.

(AlEF) was created in 1993 to provide
scholastic support to students at !be
University of Missouri-Rolla (UMR).
REQUIREMENTS:
* To be eligible for the AlEF scholar.
ship program applicants must be en.
rolled as full time undergraduate stu.
dents at the University of Missouri.
Rolla during the semester in which the
scholarship is awarded.
* There are many highly qualified applicants for the Alpha Iota Education
Foundation scholarships, so it is im.
portant that the scholarship applica.
tion be completed thoroughly, and JU.
pared with attention to detail. It is sug.
gested that the application be typed.
Applications available in the Student
Financial Aid Office, G-l Parker HaIL
Application must be postmarked on or
before JANUARY 20,1996.

$

Financial
Aid
Information

$

Alpba Iota Education Foundation
Scholarsbip Program orfers $500
Scbolarsbip
The Alpha Iota Education Foundation

'Selectionfac

in either a full or part time undergradu
ate or graduate program.
* Essays with applications must be re
ceived by: January 15, 1997.
Applications available in the Studen
Financial Aid Office, G-l Parker Hall
United Negro College Fund Meld
Science Fellowsbips
Applications are now available for th
UNCF-Merck Science Fellow·ship!
These fellowships are part of a ten-ye.
m'itiative funded Merck & Co., Inc. an
administered by The College Fun'
UNCF. The goal of the initiative is t
expand Ameriea's pool of world cia:
African American biomedical resem
scientists. The fellowships are target!
to African American students at hoi
minority and majority colleges and lID
versities. Students can obtain applie
tions through the chairperson's offi'
of their departments. The applicalk
must be postmarked for return to on
College FundlUNCF by January 1
1997.
National Security Education Pr
gram Scbolarsbip (NSEP) Opport
nities ror Study Abroad
The NSEP provides opportunies !
Americans to study in regions criti,
to US national interests (excluding We
em Europe, Canada, Australia and NI
Zealand). ln the rapidly changing wo

~e academic;

ceived.

' Financialne
Applications

Financial Aid
Application,
men~must

t

15, 1997.

T

D

Dr. COnSOI'
""ploj1Tler
mVi!edto s
available.

Wednesday, December 11, 1996
environment, these regions are important international players.
Study abroad offers the opportunity
to gain valuable international experience.
This experience is rapidly becoming part
of the competitive resume. You will be
entering a job market where almost all
activities have been internationalized
and to be competitive it is essential to
have the skills necessary to thrive in
the global arena.
To be eligible, applicants must be matriculated as undergraduates at a US
university, college or community college. In this merit-based competition,
students may apply for study in summer 1997, fall 1997 and/or spring 1998.
NSEP awards are available up to amaximum of $8,000 per semester or $16,000.
per academic year. For applications
contact your NSEP Campus representative or your institution's Financial Aid
Office. For the name of your Campus
Representative call the N5EP toll free
at (800) 618-NSEP. Application deadline: February 3, 1997.
American Electroplaters and Surface Finishers Society
Each year the Americl\fl Electroplaters
and Surface Finishers Society offers
scholarships to upper class undergraduate and graduate students who are interested in the surface finishing field.
Criteria:
• Undergraduate students must be
studying in metallurgy, metallurgical engineering' materials science or engineering, chemistry, chemical engineering, or
environmental engineering.
• Selection factors include achievement,
scholarship potential, motivation and
interest in the finishing technologies.
• Must be a full-time student during
the academic year the scholarship is received.
• Financial need is not a factor.
Applications available in the Student
Financial Aid 0ffice, G-I Parker Hall.
Application and all requested documents must be postmarked by April
15,1997.

Missouri Miner
Roy N. McBride Loan/Scholarship
and CJ. "Grim Scholarship

Application deadline: March 15, 1997.

Qualifications are that recipients shall
be juniors or seniors who are progress·
ing satisfactorily toward a baccalaure·
ate degree in engineering and shall be
persons of good character, high integ-

Carat Scholarship Foundation
Carat Scholarship Foundation is funded
by the contributions of civic-minded
individuals, business and various fund
raisers. The Foundation offers $1000
scholarships semiannually to graduate
and undergraduate students who are
United States citizens. The scholarships are awarded on the basis of career
goals, financial need and academic
record. To receive an application, please
have interested students send a stamped
self-addressed envelope to : Carat
Scholarship Foundation, Attn: Carol
McAuliffe-Director, 5 Magnolia Parkway, Hawthorne Woods, IL 60047.
Completed Application must be received by: January 15, 1997.

rity, and common sense, and have a
good sense of applied engineering. A
cumulative GPA of 3.00 is a reasonable
cut-off for selection of scholarship reo
cipients. Recipients must also have financial need. Students who received an
award this year will need to reapply to
be considered for a 1997-98 award. The
same application process and form will
be used to select recipients of the C. J.
Grimm Scholarship as the requirements
are quite similar. The Grimm Scholarship requires that students be in the
upper one fourth of their class and financi8.I n""d is not to be considered.
Applications 'available in the Student
Financial Aid Office, G-l Parker Hall.
Application deadline and transcript
must be submitted by February 1,
1997.
Reminder to Students
The 97/98 "Renewal" Free Application
for Federal Student Aid mailing from
the Federal Processor will be mailed
from 11/18/96-1/3/97. If you do not
receive your 97/98 renewal FAFSA by
2/1/97, complete a "regular" 97/98
I."AFSA, which can be received from the
Student Financial Aid Office.
Hubert H. Humphrey Doctoral Fellowship Program 1996-97 United
States Arms Control and Disarmament Agency
Since 1979, this federal grant program
has provided fmancial assistance to over
80 doctoral and law students who are
completing research in the fields of
nuclear and conventional arms control,
nonproliferation and disarmament The
total Hubert H . Humphrey grant is
$14,000, which includes $6,000 for tuition and $8,000 for the stipend. Applications available in the Student Financi!,l Aid Office, G-I Parker Hall.

The Division of Student Affairs
Cordially InvitesYou to a
Farewell Reception
for

DR. CAMILLE CONSaLVO
on
Monday, December 16, 1996
2:30-4:30 p.m.
in the
Miner Lounge, University Center East

Glamour Magazine's 1997 Top Ten
College Women Competition
Any women who is a full-time junior
(third year of undergraduate study) at an
accredited college or university for the
1996-97 academic year is eligible to
.",
enter. What it takes:
• leadership experience
• involvement on campus
* excellence in your field of study
unique, inspiring goals
Applications available in the Student
Financial Aid Office, G-I Parker Hall.
Application deadline must be returned
by: January 31, 1997

*

National Academy for Nuclear
Training Scholarship Program
National Academy for NuclearTraining
Scholarships are awarded to college students who have <lemonstrated outstanding academic achievement and
who are interested in pursuing careers in
the U.S. nuclear power industry. The
Academy Educational Assistance Program is part of a nationwide effort to
encourage students to consider careers
in the nuclear power industry as well as
to provide financial support to those
studying subjects that prepare them for
nuclear power employment. For the
1997-98 academic year, new and renewal merit-based scholarships of

$2,500 each will be awarded to eligible
students .
Awards are not restricted to nuclear
engineering majors.
* a U.S. citizen or U.S. national
* considering a career in the nuclear
power industry
• enrolled atanaccreditedU.S.college/
university in an approved curriculum
related to a career in the nuclear power
industry, such as: nuclear engineering,
chemical engineering (nuclear or power
option), mechanical engineering
(nuclear or power option), electrical
engineering (nuclear or power option),
power generation health physics.
• free of post-college obligations (e.g.,
ROTC or NUPOC)
• minimum GPA of3.0 (on a scale of
1.0 to 4.0) as of January I, 1997
• at least one but no more than three
academic years of study remaining to
graduation (for cop-operative education students, no more than suin-school
semesters or riine quarters). Applications available in the Student Financial
Aid Office, G-I Parker Hall. Deadline is
February 1, 1997.
Rotary Club of Florissant Scholarship Program
The Florissant Rotary Club is offering
a loan program which is available for
eligible students through the Flo-Ro
Trust. This program is part of an overall
effort by the Florissant Rotary Club to
assist in the education of qualified students within the Florissant Rotary's
service area. Therequirements forqualification for the loans are as follows:
I. A candidate must reside in the
Florissant Rotary Club service area.
(North SI. Louis County, north of Highway 270).
2. A candidate must have completed a
minimum of 60 semester hours at an
accredited college or university.
3. A candidate must have a cumulative
grade point average not less than 2.50.
4. A candidate must complete the floRo Trust Loan application and provide
all required materials.
5. A candidate must be enrolled for a
minimum of 12 semester credit hours
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. Tiger Air Express, Inc.

Announces
Round Trip Airport Shuttle Service To
. and From St. Louis Lambert Airport
Six Times Daily
365 Days Per Year '
A convenient way to travel t.o St. Louis or
Springfield.

(417)

581-34~0

or 888-844-370 4

8. A candidate may not apply more than
twice during an academic year.
9. A candidate must present him or
herself for an interview by the Flo-Ro
Trust Board.
10. A candidate shall repay the loan rate
ataminirnumof$50.00permonth. The
interest rate shall be the prevailing student loan rate at the ~e of graduation.
Payments shall begin no later than 6
months after graduation, however, no .
interestshall be charged during the time
that the borrower is a student.
If you are interested in this program and
would qualify, you are encouraged to
contact Mr. Ronald Schmidt at 801 5t.
Francis Street, Florissant, MO 63031 or
call(314)921-5Ioo.
Peter D. Courtois Concrete Construction Scholarship P rogram
These awards are open to any undergraduate student in the United States of
Canada. The student shall have
achieved senior status in a four year or
longer undergraduate program in engineering, construction, or technology
during the year for which awards are
presenter. The awards will be made on
the basis of demonstrated interest and
ability to work in the field of concrete
construction.
• The student must have a course load
of 6 or more credit hours each semester
during the period for which the award is
made.
• The student must be a senior during the
year for which the award is made (not
necessarily at the time of application).
• Transcripts, recommendations, and
an essay must be submitted as outlined
on the application form.
Applications available in the Student
Financial Aid Office, G-1 Parker Hall.
Application must be received by Febroar 1, 1997.

INTEL PENTI UM 133MHZ CP U
LAN TRITON 11 256K 430 HX BOARD
16MB EDO RAM
JT TRIDENT PCI MPEG 1MB VIDEO
TEAC 1.44 3.5 INCH FLOPP Y DRI VE
8X CD ROM
SOUN DBLASTER 16 SOUND CARD
MLI 14 WATT STEREO SPEAKERS
LOGITECH 2 BUTTON MO USE WITH PAD
SMARTLINK 33.6 FAXIMODEM
MAXTOR 1.6GB HARD DRIVE
KEYTRONICS 104 KEYBOARD
DlGIVIEW 14" SVGA COLOR MONITOR
IMAGE MIDTOWER CASE
HP DESKJET 680C PRINTER
WIN 95 AND MICROSP FT HOM E PACK

ADD $125.00 FOR 15 INCH MONITOR
ADD $440.00 FOR 17 INCH MONITOR

L___________________________l~c~O~I~tp~O~n~p~e~r~p~e~rs~'o~n~

~--------------------------------~ .-
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during the semester of the loan period
for a bachelor's degree, or 10 semester
credit hours for a graduate degree.
6. A candidate may not borrow more
than $2,000.00 per application.
7. The total cumulative loans to anyone
applicant may not exceed the sum of
$6,000.00.

$ 1995 .00

Dr. Consolvo will be leavi ng UM R on Decembe r 31. 1996, to accept
employm ent elsewhere. All faculty, staff, students, and fri ends are
invited to stop by to say goodby and wish her \vell . Refres hm ents will be
available.

....
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NORTH STA R COM PUTER SALES
1007B PI NE STREET SUITE B-3
' 640517

~'------------------------~
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Missouri Miner

Wednesday, December 11, 1996

Give festive
fun with
Frosty.

Planning a holiday trip? Save your vehicle.
Reserve that car, truck or van today.
Special Holiday Rates
with Unlimited Miles
Pick-up and Delivery

~

JanuaI

;:-;;
UMRk

1
.-

Service is our #1 priority

The Univ
will be invol
during Airic

Give Te/eflara's
Frosty Cookie Jar Bouquet.
Need to Earn
Extra Money?

STUDENT HELP
WANTED

a

For recorded message of
current rate infonnation,
. call

'1-800-4US BOND

The Video Communications Department is
looking for freshmen, sophmores, and
beginning juniors to help with production
for the winter semester. If interested, stop
by G-9 in the basement of the library or
call 341-6489 and ask for Alice.
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American Heart ~
Association..V'
F/ghtingHtwfDis6128l1

andStroko

'.

A stroke can chang
your: life .forever

• Flexible work schedule
• No car or computer needed
• Complete 1-800 training
and support
• Earn while you learn
• Weekly checks
We're looking for selfmotivated individuals who
are teachable and willing to
work. Must be 18 and have
telephone. Cal l our toll-free
number for a brief phone interview with one of our career consultants.

1-800-678-5522
ext. 51074

CHANGE

Some four-year-olds

have never eaten a salad.
O r an apple. That's
one of the reasons
there's Head Start.
We gi ve lowincome preschool
children the chance
to grow up healthy.
And happy.
But we need more
hea lth care volunteers.

Especially nutritio nists
like you. Co m e s how
a chi ld what strong
bodies are made of.
Beca u se if you
change the world
of a c hild , you
change the world.
Ca ll 1-800-27SIART for a brochure
on volunteer opportunities with Head Start.

ffJHEAD
0Jr- START

(shop name, 00dres;
and phone nwnber)

SPECXA.LP~
P~CEB

THE MINERS FAVORITE HANGOUT
WE EXCLUSIVELY CATER TO UMR
ENJOY OUR LARGE SELECTION GAMES & MUSIC
WEDNESDAY NIGHT PARTY AT THE GROTIO
DON'T MISS IT!!
Friday Lunch Special Tacos & The Grotto's

BU£4.£4.I-rGS

11:30-2:00

pal/ Dr. W~
Grealtr Com
tistCliun:b iD
speakrr in Iho

j
I
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DECEMBER 20TH MILLER LITE
SPECIAL

F.A1Y.I:<>~S

Felru.yllD

!he univasity
IllIUll)' 20 wi
·Ir. Senic:e III
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FRIDAY THE.13TH SPECIAL

AT A TIME.

RealpilioD (
1'bectleb

$0000
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Rolla's Afric

Add more fun to the holiday with
a charming hand-painted ceramic
cookie jar filled with fresh winter
flowers. Afterwards, Frosty will hold
your holiday cookies for years to
come. To send this irresistible gih
anywhere in the U.s. or Canada,
call or visit our shop.

12th & PINE 364-3311
RIGHT NEXT TO CAMPUS

THE WORLD

Heri~Mol

can·AmcfW

The Dell
Can" bauqur
Area Cliapte
speaker will I
founder of H
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